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Messages that last a lifetime 

Giving Greatness ..... There is great need all around us. How can kids 
help? Giving Greatness is a touching and timely story, as Chelsea and 
Jack show how they, their families and their friends can help those in 
need.  Shows multiple examples of volunteerism and demonstrates 
compassion for those in need. 

Terrific Tools for Money …. Which tools should a kid use to manage 
money? Who should kids talk to about money?  Terrific Tools is a story 
about Chelsea and Jack learning how financial tools are used in different 
settings and the importance of privacy, discretion, and internet security. 

 
Also ….. coming December 7th For younger readers (ages 5-8)  
 
Why is there money? ....., a poetic and visual journey on the evolution 
and purpose of money. This introduces basic financial concepts and values 
using beautiful imagery and historical context. A tribute to deceased 
English artist Angela Schofield, as this was her final artistic project.  

 
 

“Marvels of Money … for kids” 
Richly illustrated, engaging and practical stories for young readers (ages 7-11) 
about the fundamentals of money.  A foundation for kids in order to move 

beyond financial dependency and into a place of confidence and self-sufficiency. 
 
 

Earning Excitement ..... Kids want things that they don’t have. But 
when should they stop asking for things and earn them instead? 
Earning Excitement shows how Jack and Chelsea’s patience, creativity, 
and self-sufficiency pay off; the steps kids can take to earn something. 

 
Spending Success ..... There are so many things kids want to buy! But 
they cannot afford them all. Spending Success is a story about Chelsea 
and Jack’s great success with financial priority setting, against a 
backdrop of peer pressure and media influence. 

 
Debt Dangers ..... Borrowing money sounds easy, given the 
advertisements kids hear. Debt Dangers shows how Chelsea and Jack 
make decisions about borrowing, when loans may be appropriate, and 
why it is best for kids to say no and live within their means.  Watch 
Jack pitch his loan idea to the banker, Mrs. Capital. 
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